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Diffusion coefficient for disordered systems with coupled coherent
and incoherent transport in one dimension

Wolfgang Pfluegl
Institut für Theoretische Physik, Johannes Kepler Universita¨t Linz, A-4040 Linz, Austria

Markus A. Palenberg and Robert J. Silbey
Department of Chemistry and Center for Materials Science and Engineering, Massachusetts Institute of
Technology, Cambridge, Massachusetts 02139

~Received 18 April 2000; accepted 17 July 2000!

We present a calculation of the diffusion coefficient from a Hamiltonian for coupled coherent and
incoherent transport with site-diagonal and off-diagonal stochastic fluctuations, which is not
restricted to the usual white noise expression for the correlation between the fluctuating variables.
Our result is applicable to any specific correlation and allows for long correlation times. We give
examples for both monotonically decreasing and oscillating correlations. In the case of an
exponential decay of the correlations the diffusion coefficient can be expressed by complete elliptic
integrals. © 2000 American Institute of Physics.@S0021-9606~00!51438-X#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Transport properties in disordered systems are both
fundamental and practical interest. Organic materials suc
discotic liquid crystals have become an important field
research.1–4 Such systems exhibit often truly one
dimensional transport characteristics.5–7 Stochastic models
have been employed to describe the diffusion of a particl
such a system with either static disorder4,8–12 or dynamic
fluctuations.13–18 Haken and Strobl19,20 and, later,
Reineker21–23 have developed a model for coupled coher
and incoherent motion~HSR model!. Their dynamic disorder
approach assumes that the correlation of the fluctuations
cays faster than any other time scale of the system. Th
not always true. Hence, several attempts have been ma
relax this assumption.24–27 These authors consider an exp
nential decay of the correlation of the lattice vibrations w
a finite correlation timetc . In particular, Kitahara and
Haus24 perform an expansion in orders oftc and obtain a
correction to the diffusion coefficient of the HSR mode
which is proportional totc and negative. The physical inte
pretation of this result was as follows: The memory of t
system draws the particle backward rather than forward
decreases the diffusion coefficient. It was an open ques
however, how general this result may be and how largetc

may get in this non-Markovian model.
In this article we present a calculation of the diffusio

coefficient that is not restricted to small values oftc . Our
main object is to investigate the dependence of the diffus
coefficient on the correlation timetc . Furthermore, our re-
sult may be applied to any specific correlation function,
particular also to any damped oscillation that may arise fr
internal dephasing.27

The paper is organized as follows: In Sec. II we intr
duce the theoretical framework and present the result of
calculation of the diffusion coefficient. The tedious algebra
shifted to the Appendix. Section III deals with some e
amples of correlation functions and the first part of the d
5630021-9606/2000/113(14)/5632/12/$17.00
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fusion coefficient~incoherent part!, whereas its second pa
~coherent part! is discussed in Sec. IV. In the following sec
tion we show the diffusion coefficient as a function of th
correlation time for some simple systems. In Sec. VI
conclude and summarize.

II. CALCULATION OF THE DIFFUSION COEFFICIENT

Our starting point is the following model Hamiltonia
for coupled coherent and incoherent charge car
transport:20,21,24,25,28

H~ t !5J(
n

~ un&^n11u1un&^n21u!

1(
nm

dJnm~ t !un&^mu. ~1!

J is the coupling constant andun& represents a particle a
lattice siten. The coupling is restricted to nearest neighb
interaction, so thatdJnm50 unlessn5m61 or n5m. In
addition to the coherent charge carrier motion, the influe
of lattice and other vibrations is taken into account in a s
chastic manner by assuming the site energiesdJnn(t) and the
hopping matrix elementsJ1dJnm(t) (n5m61) to fluctuate
in time. The mean value of the fluctuating partdJnm(t) is
assumed to be zero and its second order correlation funct
are assumed to be

^dJnm~ t !dJpq~ t8!&

5g0~ t2t8!dnmdpqdnp

1~g1~ t2t8!dnqdmp1g̃1~ t2t8!dnpdmq!

3~dn,m111dn,m21!, ~2!

with g0(t), g1(t) andg̃1(t) decaying functions with charac
teristic correlation timest i . @Sometimes we shall drop th
index ofg(t) and denote the correlation time bytc . In these
cases the distinction is irrelevant or obvious.# The brackets
2 © 2000 American Institute of Physics
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5633J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 113, No. 14, 8 October 2000 Diffusion coefficient for disordered systems
^¯& represent the thermal average over all molecular vib
tions. The quantityg0(t) is a measure for the amplitude o
the fluctuations in site energy~diagonal fluctuations!,
whereasg1(t) and g̃1(t) correspond to stochastic variation
of the transfer matrix element~off-diagonal fluctuations!.
The functions g̃1(t) and g1(t) describe the forward and
backward correlation, i.e., they correlate the probability o
transition in the same and opposite direction, respectiv
They are identical when the fluctuationsdJnm(t) are real.
Although this seems to be no essential restriction, we s
keep the distinction between them throughout the calc
tions for generality. They can easily be taken identical in
final result.

We decompose the Hamiltonian into a time independ
part H05J(n(un& ^n11u1un&^n21u) and the remaining
part dH1(t), which is assumed to be small, either with r
gard to the first part or compared totc

21 ~for notational con-
venience we put the Planck constant\51 throughout the
article!. For H0@dH1(t) second order perturbation theo
may be used to derive the following equation for the dens
matrix,

ṙ~ t !52 iH 0
xr~ t !

2E
0

t

dt8^dH1~ t !xe2 iH 0
x
•(t2t8)dH1~ t8!x&r~ t8!,

~3!

whereAx . . . [@A, . . . # denotes the commutator ofA with
all that follows.

On the other hand, a cumulant expansion29,30 may be
employed even forH050. In second order this leads to
similar result which differs by a factor of exp(2iH0

xt8)
3expT@2(n52

` (k̂n(t)2k̂n(t8))#exp(iH0
xt8) in the integral of Eq.

~3!, i.e., only by higher orders and higher powers of t
cumulants denoted bykn ~the caret on thekn refers to the
interaction picture, the subscriptT to the usual time ordered
exponential!.31,32 Limitations of the approximation implied
in Eq. ~3! may be summarized by

g i~0!t i
2!114J2t i

2 ~4!

as in Refs. 27 and 33 for all correlations. A discussion of t
limitation may be found in Refs. 25 and 33.34 From Eq.~3!
we calculate the diffusion coefficient

D5
1

2
lim
t→`

1

t (
n

n2rnn~ t !, ~5!

wherernm denotes the matrix elements of the density ma
in site representation~D is measured in units of the lattic
distance!. Our procedure is the following: We perform
Laplace transform with respect to the timet and a Fourier
transform with respect to the center position (n1m)/2, using
the initial condition

rnm~0!5dn0dm0 , ~6!

and keeping the relative position variablehªn2m. This
means
Downloaded 28 Oct 2012 to 18.111.117.123. Redistribution subject to AIP l
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D52
1

2
lim
z→0

lim
K→0

z2
]2

]K2 F0~K,z! ~7!

with

Fh~K,z!5(
nm

dn2m,hr̂nm~z!e2 i @~n1m!/2 #K, ~8!

wherer̂nm(z) is the Laplace transform ofrnm(t).
Defining

ynª lim
z→0

lim
K→0

z
]

]K
~F2n21~K,z!2F122n~K,z!!, ~9!

we arrive at

D52~ c̄002 c̃11!2 (
n>1

dn yn52~ c̄002 c̃11!2d t M 21d,

~10!

whereM is a real symmetric matrix. For an infinite syste
all coefficients and matrix elements on the right hand s
can be expressed in terms of integrals of the correlation fu
tions multiplied by Bessel functions:

mi j 52~21! i 1 j~c0,2u i 2 j u12c̄0,2u i 2 j u1c0,2(i 1 j )22

12c̄0,2(i 1 j )222 c̃1,2u i 2 j u211 c̃1,2u i 2 j u11

2 c̃1,2(i 1 j )231 c̃1,2(i 1 j )211b2i 22,2j 22! ~11!

52~21! i 1 jb2i 22,2j 222 (
k52 j

j 22

~21! i 1k~a0,2i 12k

12ā0,2i 12k2ã1,2i 12k211ã1,2i 12k11!

di52~21! i ã1,2i 221Jd1i ; i , j 51,2,3, ... ~12!

with

cnm5E
0

`

dt g0~ t !Jn~2Jt!Jm~2Jt!, ~13!

c̄nm5E
0

`

dt g1~ t !Jn~2Jt!Jm~2Jt!, ~14!

c̃nm5E
0

`

dt g̃1~ t !Jn~2Jt!Jm~2Jt!, ~15!

and

anmªcn,m121cnm

5
m11

J E
0

`

dt g0~ t !
Jn~2Jt!Jm11~2Jt!

t
;

similar ãnm ,ānm , ~16!

bnmªãn12,m1ãnm

5
~n11!~m11!

J2 E
0

`

dtg̃1~ t !
Jn11~2Jt!Jm11~2Jt!

t2 .

~17!

Jn and Jm are Bessel functions of ordern and m, respec-
tively. They stem from the evolution operator for the fir
part of the Hamiltonian,
icense or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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5634 J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 113, No. 14, 8 October 2000 Pfluegl, Palenberg, and Silbey
Un~ t !5~eiH 0t!m1n,m5 i nJn~2Jt!. ~18!

The calculations that lead to this result are given in the A
pendix and the formula forUn(t) can easily be shown by
series expansion of both sides of Eq.~18!. The matrix ele-
mentsmi j may also be expressed in a recursive way,

mi , j 115mi j 1~21! i 1 j~b2i 22,2j 221b2i 22,2j

1a0,2(i 1 j )2212ā0,2(i 1 j )221a0,2(i 2 j )22

12ā0,2(i 2 j )222ã1,2(i 2 j )231ã1,2(i 2 j )21

2ã1,2(i 1 j )231ã1,2(i 1 j )21!, ~19!

m1152~b001a0012ā001ã11!. ~20!

The coefficientsbi j are merely a short notation which w
have introduced for convenience and symmetry reas
Representation of the coefficientsci j in terms ofai j , how-
ever, becomes important when considering a slowly dec
ing correlation function. This becomes evident when
compare the integrals of Eq.~13! and Eq.~16! for a constant
correlation function: Forg(t)5const the first one diverge
logarithmically if n1m is even, whereas the latter remai
finite. We shall discuss this limit in more detail in the ne
section.

The first part of the diffusion coefficient, 2(c̄002 c̃11),
depends only on nonlocal fluctuations and is made up of
simple integrals. It is referred to as incoherent partD inc . The
second partd t M 21 d describes the band motion that is hi
dered by local as well as nonlocal fluctuations. It vanishes
the coherent interaction matrix elementJ→0 @d→0 as evi-
dent from Eqs.~12!, ~15! and~16!# and is usually called the
coherent part. In general, its evaluation requires some t
cation of the infinite matrixM.

III. CORRELATION FUNCTIONS AND INCOHERENT
PART OF THE DIFFUSION COEFFICIENT

Usually the correlation of the fluctuations is assumed
decay monotonically. In the case of dephasing, however,
correlation function is an oscillating decaying function th
might be rather complex, depending on which microsco
model is employed.27 Our treatment is general enough
cover any correlation and we shall show examples for b
cases.

The prototype for a monotonically decreasing correlat
used in most of the literature mentioned above24,25,27,28is an
exponential decay,

gE~ t !5
g

tc
e2t/tc, ~21!

whereg ~without argument! is defined by

g iªE
0

`

g i~ t ! dt ~22!

for all correlations. ForgE(t) all the coefficientsci j may be
expressed in terms of complete elliptic integrals of the fi
and second kind. In particular,

c̄00
E 5

2

p
g1K~4iJt1!, ~23!
Downloaded 28 Oct 2012 to 18.111.117.123. Redistribution subject to AIP l
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c̃11
E 5

2

p
g̃1H S 11

1

8J2t̃1
2DK~4iJ t̃1!2

1

8J2t̃1
2 E~4iJ t̃1!J

~24!

with K(z) andE(z) the complete elliptic integrals of the firs
and second kind, respectively.35 Details are given in the Ap-
pendix.

For comparison we consider two more monotonic fun
tions. The Lorentzian

gL~ t !5
2

p

g

tc
@11~ t/tc!

2#21 ~25!

is an example for an algebraic decay, whereas

gC~ t !5
g

tc
u~tc2t ! ~26!

with u the Heaviside function describes a constant funct
with cutoff. To investigate the influence of an oscillatin
correlation, we choose

gB~ t !5
g

tc
J0~ t/tc! ~27!

as a concrete example. For all these functions there are
limiting cases: First, for tc→0 we recover the HSR
model19–21,23

gHSR~ t !52g d~ t ! ~28!

with

ci j
HSR5g d i0d j 0 . ~29!

On the other end,tc→` leads tog(t)5g(0), which may be
nonzero depending on thetc-dependence ofg. The meaning
of this limit requires some comment: Ifg(t) really were
constant for infinite time with a nonvanishing amplitud
g(0), we would become inconsistent in our model assum
tions. For such a constant correlation the temporal averag
the ‘‘fluctuating’’ part dJnm of the Hamiltonian, which, in
fact, does not fluctuate any more, will not be zero. B
^dJnm(t)&50 was assumed when deriving Eq.~3!. Hence,
we do not get the result for truly static disorder within th
model. Buttc→` can be regarded in the sense that it giv
an asymptotic value for slow fluctuations. Thus we shall u
this limit when analyzing the result for largetc , keeping in
mind that an infinitetc is beyond this model.

In Fig. 1 we show the leading coefficientc00 as a func-
tion of Jtc for the correlations defined in Eqs.~21! and~25!
to ~27!. A striking difference between the different correl
tions is the resonance of the oscillating correlation~Bessel
function of zeroth order!. Our example shows clearly thatc00

and hence also the diffusion coefficient might well increa
for small, increasingtc , depending on the correlation. Fo
Jtc50, c005g for all correlations. The behavior for larg
Jtc is the same in all cases as well,

c00.
g~0!

2pJ
ln~Jtc!, ~30!

which meansc00; @ ln(Jtc)#/Jtc for fixed g. The curve forc00
C

approaches the asymptote ofc00
E andc00

B in a few more slight
oscillations ~beyond the range of Fig. 1!, whereasc00

L (Jtc

→`) remains below the other curves. This is due to the f
icense or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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5635J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 113, No. 14, 8 October 2000 Diffusion coefficient for disordered systems
that gL(0)5 (2/p )g/tc , whereasgE(0), gB(0) andgC(0)
5g/tc . In the following we shall restrict ourselves togE(t)
as an example for a monotonic decay andgB(t) as an ex-
ample for an oscillating decay.

Figure 2 shows the incoherent part of the diffusion c
efficient as a function ofJtc for these two cases, where w
have choseng1(t)5g̃1(t). It contains also a plot of the nor
malized coefficienta00, which is asymptotically equal with
D inc /g1 . This follows quite generally for any differentiabl
correlation functiong1(t)5g̃1(t) from the properties of the
Bessel functions:

D inc52E
0

`

g1~ t !@J0~2Jt!22J1~2Jt!2#dt5ā001
D

Jtc

~31!

with

D52E
0

`

tc

dg1~ t !

dt
J0~2Jt!J1~2Jt!dt. ~32!

The correctionD is bounded for any reasonableg(t). For an
exponential decayDE5 c̄10

E and for our oscillating decay

FIG. 1. The normalized coefficientc00 @see Eqs.~10! to ~15!# as a function
of the correlation timetc in units of the inverse coupling constant\/J, for
different correlation functions.

FIG. 2. The normalized incoherent part of the diffusion coefficient a
function of the correlation timetc in units of the inverse coupling constan
\/J, compared with the normalized coefficienta00 @see Eq.~31!#, for an
exponential and an oscillating~Bessel function of zeroth order! decay of the
correlation.
Downloaded 28 Oct 2012 to 18.111.117.123. Redistribution subject to AIP l
-

DB5(g1 /t1) *0
`dtJ1(t/tc)J0(2Jt)J1(2Jt)5: c̄10

J1 . When the
correlation function is constant,D`5g(0)/(4J). ForJtc not
too large,D inc for gE(t) is similar to the diffusion coefficient
given in Refs. 27 and 33, which is 2(c̄00

E 1 c̄11
E ) in our

notation.
In comparison,D inc for gB(t) is significantly larger

around the resonance atJtc51/4, but becomes smaller fo
Jtc>0.4. If the amplitude of the fluctuations is kep
constant,D inc approaches the asymptotic value2

p g1(0)/J in
both cases~see below, Fig. 5!.

IV. TRUNCATION OF THE COHERENT PART OF THE
DIFFUSION COEFFICIENT

The coherent part of the diffusion coefficient can be e
pressed by the coefficientsai j , the first few of which are
shown in Fig. 3~a! for gE(t) and Fig. 3~b! for gB(t), both as
a function ofJtc ~for a00 see Fig. 2!. In general, the coeffi-
cients are smaller the higher their indices and the larger
difference between both indices. ForgB(t) sharp resonance
occur if the sum of both indices is even. The resonances
stronger the higher the indices and the higher the differe
between both indices. The vectord depends only ong̃1(t)
and only on coefficientsai j with odd (i 1 j ), whereas the
matrix elementsmkl depend on all threeg i(t), but only on
coefficients with (i 1 j ) even.

The physical meaning of a truncation ofM can be seen
from Eqs. ~8!, ~9! and ~10!. By definition yn involves the

a

FIG. 3. The normalized coefficientsai j @see Eqs.~10! to ~12! and~16!# as a
function of the correlation timetc in units of the inverse coupling constan
\/J, for ~a! an exponential decay and~b! an oscillating~Bessel function of
zeroth order! decay of the correlation.
icense or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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density matrix elementsrm,m12n21 . If we truncate Eq.~10!
at n5N, we neglect the correlation between sites which
further apart than 2N21. To further justify such a trunca
tion, we investigate the limits for small and largeJtc in more
detail. For smallJtc , the lowest order inJtc of the coeffi-
cients ai j and bi j is given by the sum of their indicesi
1 j ( i , j >0). Thus it can be shown that for allk with 0<k
<2n23

yn
(k)50, n52,3, ... ~33!

where (k) denotes the highest order ofJtc included inyn . If
we keep all coefficients up to and including order (Jtc)

2k21,
we have to solve a matrix of sizeN5k21 (k>2). Thus an
expansion inJtc leads to a similar truncation: the differenc
is only that some higher coefficients of the matrix eleme
mi j would be omitted in the case of an expansion.

For largeJtc the coherent part of the diffusion coeffi
cient is given by

lim
Jtc→`

Dcoh52S J2
g̃1~0!

J D 2

lim
Jtc→`

~M 21!11, ~34!

as

lim
Jtc→`

Janm

g~0!
5

2

p
~21!~n2m!/2

m11

~m11!22n2 for n1m even,

1
2 for unu5um11uÞ0,

0 else, ~35!

and

lim
Jtc→`

dn5S J2
g̃1~0!

J D d1n . ~36!

For N51,

lim
Jtc→`

~M (1)
21!115 lim

Jtc→`

m11
21

52
p

2

J

g0~0!12g1~0!12g̃1~0!
. ~37!

N52 gives a correction factor o
limJtc→`(M (2)

21)11/(M (1)
21)11569/64, and forN53 the ad-

ditional correction in this limit is only 0.2%. In Fig. 4 we
compare the different truncations graphically. Those trun
tions where we have omitted all coefficients withi 1 j .n are
denoted by a smalln. CapitalN refers to the size ofM(N)

that has been used without any further mutilation.N51 cor-
responds ton53. Forn50 the diffusion coefficient reduce
to the terms of the HSR model

D (0)52c̄001
J2

a0012ā001ã00
, ~38!

but, e.g.,c̄00(Jtc) is still a function ofJtc and not merely
g1 . ~Of course, the HSR model may be obtained byJtc

→0 from any truncation.! For gE(t) @Fig. 4~a!# we show
also an expansion for smallJtc , which was derived up to
first order in Ref. 24. Here it is an expansion up to a
including (Jtc)

5, the formula for which is given in the Ap
pendix @Eq. ~A38!#. For the particular valueJ/g53 ~all g i
Downloaded 28 Oct 2012 to 18.111.117.123. Redistribution subject to AIP l
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are chosen equal! this expansion is a useful approximatio
up to Jtc'0.2 ~for higher J/g it would work a little bit
further!. We want to remark, however, that in general t
expansion intc should be considered with care since w
have shown33 that the magnitude and the sign of the high
order terms depend on the assumptions made by deri
Eq. ~3!.

In the case ofgE(t) @Fig. 4~a!# the plots forN51 and
N52 are nearly identical. A notable difference would occ
only for largeJtc beyond the range of the plot. ForgB(t)
@Fig. 4~b!# the lines forN51 andN52 coincide up to the
resonance atJtc50.25. Beyond that point the transition t
the asymptotic regime is smoother forN52 than forN51.
For Jtc52 the difference betweenN51 andN52 is about
10%, asymptotically it would be about 8%~see above!. We
have usedN52 for all results presented in the next sectio

V. SOME ILLUSTRATIVE RESULTS

We present the normalized diffusion coefficient as
function of Jtc for two special choices: first, we assume a

FIG. 4. The normalized diffusion coefficient as a function of the correlat
time tc in units of the inverse coupling constant\/J for various truncations,
for ~a! an exponential decay and~b! an oscillating~Bessel function of zeroth
order! decay of the correlation:n50,1,3 refers to the order of the coeffi
cients,N51,2 to the size of the matrixM(N) @see Eq.~10! and text after Eq.
~37!#. In addition, an expansion for smallJtc is shown in ~a! @see Eq.
~A38!#. All g i are chosenJ/3.
icense or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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the correlation functionsg i(t) to be equal~Fig. 5!. Second,
we assumeg1(t)5g̃1(t). For g0(t) we take an extreme
choice withg0(t)5g0(0), i.e., the disorder in site energie
is assumed to fluctuate so slowly thatg0(t) can be taken
constant in the integrals of Eqs.~13! and~16! ~Fig. 6!. These
two simplified systems serve for illustration. Naturally, the

FIG. 5. The normalized diffusion coefficient as a function of the correlat
time tc in units of the inverse coupling constant\/J for various values of
J2/g(0). All correlationsg i(t) are chosen to be the same~a! exponential
decaying or~b! oscillating~Bessel function of zeroth order! decaying func-
tion. ForJ2/g(0)51 the incoherent part of the diffusion coefficient in uni
of the coupling constantJ/\ is shown as well. In~c! we compare some
curves of~a! with the results of a local approximation of Eq.~3!, shown by
the upper curve of each pair.
Downloaded 28 Oct 2012 to 18.111.117.123. Redistribution subject to AIP l
might be systems with a more complex combination or d
ferent correlations, to which Eq.~10! could be applied as
well.

Figure 5 shows the diffusion coefficient for various va
ues ofJ2/g(0). WetakeJ2/g(0) as a fixed parameter here
rather than the ratioJ/g which was kept constant in Fig. 4
Both ratios are dimensionless measures for the degre
coherence. Physically, however, the first, related to the
plitude of the fluctuations, is more accessible than the s
ond, related to the integral of the correlation function. Mo
over, J/g normally depends on the correlation timetc . A
particular microscopic model for triphenylene based disco
liquid crystals results ing proportional totc , but gives a
constant valueJ2/g(0)'5 for electron diffusion in this
system.27 Obviously, it is not possible to take the limittc

→0 with a finite g(0)Þ0, which would implyg→0. For
such a system with pure coherent~band!transport there is no
dispersive diffusion. That is why the values ofD/J would be
infinite at Jtc50 in Fig. 5.

The broken lines in Fig. 5 correspond to valu
J2/g(0)<1. These curves have to be interpreted with ca
They are meaningful for smallJtc , as J2/g(0) should be
significantly larger thanJ2tc

2/(114J2tc
2) according to Eq.

~4!. In general the plots fulfill the approximation inherent

FIG. 6. The normalized diffusion coefficient as a function of the correlat
time t1 of the nonlocal fluctuations in units of the inverse coupling const
\/J for g0(t)5const,g1(0)5J2/3 and various ratios ofq5g0(0)/g1(0),
for ~a! an exponential decay and~b! an oscillating~Bessel function of zeroth
order! decay of the nonlocal correlation.
icense or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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the perturbation theory as long as they are decreasing.
dotted line is the incoherent part of the diffusion coefficie
for J2/g(0)51. It differs only by the scaling factorJ2/g(0)
for the various values ofJ2/g(0).

In Fig. 5~c! we compare some curves of Fig. 5~a!
with the results of a local approximation of Eq.~3!, which
we have performed for exponential decaying correlatio
in Ref. 33. Both the convolution-type equation used
this work and the local variant of Ref. 33 are equivale
second order equations restricted by Eq.~4!, but they dif-
fer by higher orders and higher powers of the cumulants
the perturbationdH1(t). Thus the curves do not fall to
gether: The upper curve of each pair shows the local appr
mation, whereas the lower one is identical with the cor
sponding curve of Fig. 5~a!. In the region where the criterion
of Eq. ~4! is fulfilled best, i.e., for largeJ2/g(0) and/or
small Jtc , however, there is agreement between b
methods.

In Fig. 6 we have to distinguish betweeng0(0) and
g1(0), theratio of which is denoted by

qªg0~0!/g1~0!. ~39!

For g1(t) we have our usual choicegE(t) @Fig. 6~a!# and
gB(t) @Fig. 6~b!#, respectively, whereasg0(t)5g0(0). The
higher this disorder in site energy, the lower the coher
part of the diffusion coefficient. Unlike Fig. 5, the diffusio
coefficient remains finite fort1→0 due to the disorder in site
energy.

lim
Jt1→0

D

J
5

p

2

69

64

J2

g0~0!
. ~40!

This is the same result as if there were no off-diagonal fl
tuations at all. It can be compared with Eq.~22! of Ref. 24,
which givesD5 5

2 J3/g0(0) and was derived by means of
so-called convolution approximation for diagonal disord
only. If the off-diagonal fluctuations become frozen as we
we have

lim
Jt1→`

D

J
5

2g1~0!

pJ2 H 11S p

2 D 2 69

64

~J2/g1~0!21!2

41q J .

~41!

As mentioned before, these results should not be consid
as description of truly static disorder~where localization ef-
fects would be expected!, but rather as a description of sy
tems with slow fluctuations that are still compatible with t
approximations made.

VI. CONCLUDING REMARKS

The comparison between a damped oscillating and
exponential correlation clearly reveals the relevance of
correlation: for smallJtc the correction of the diffusion co
efficient due to a finite correlation time depends critically
the type of correlation. On the other hand, the form of
correlation function becomes unimportant for largeJtc . The
asymptotics depend only ong i(0). This can be interpreted
easily: large couplingJ and largetc mean fast transport an
Downloaded 28 Oct 2012 to 18.111.117.123. Redistribution subject to AIP l
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slow fluctuations, respectively. Both imply that the particle
passing so quickly from one site to the other that it ‘‘feels
only the initial amplitude of the fluctuations.

Like the original HSR version, the model includes both
coherent and incoherent term in the diffusion coefficient. F
small Jtc it depends onJ/g, whether the incoherent or th
coherent motion is more important. In the case ofg i5g both
terms are equal ifJ/g52&1O(Jtc). For largeJtc the
value ofJ2/g(0) determines which kind of motion is mor
important, however, the result would be unphysical, if t
incoherent part were dominant in this case, as the pertu
tion theory requires thatJ2/g(0)@1 @see Eq.~4!#. In other
words, the approximation of Eq.~3! allows slow fluctuations
with nonvanishing amplitude only if the coherent part
larger than the incoherent one. It does not work when
coupling constant is very small compared with the amplitu
of slowly decaying fluctuations. For zero coupling, howev
only the incoherent part in the HSR limit remains, which
in accordance with the approximation of Eq.~3! for
gtc!1.

In summary, we have accomplished a calculation of
diffusion coefficient from the model Hamiltonian for couple
coherent and incoherent transport within a second order
mulant expansion, that is not restricted to a specific type
the correlation of the fluctuations and is valid for a wid
range of correlation times. Nevertheless, our result ha
simple structure. For the prototype of an exponential cor
lation it can be reduced to analytic expressions in the par
eters of the Hamiltonian~complete elliptic integrals!. Thus it
should also be fruitful for studying the dependence of th
parameters on temperature and other easily accessible q
tities and their effects on diffusion and mobility of the sy
tem. For an arbitrary correlation the diffusion coefficient c
be evaluated with small numerical effort. As a further pe
spective we see the possibility to apply the same proced
to finite systems with appropriate boundary condition
which should merely change the Bessel functions in the
tegrals of Eqs.~13! to ~17!.
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APPENDIX

Inserting the terms of Eq.~1! into Eq. ~3! and using Eq.
~2! we obtain the following equation for the matrix elemen
of the density matrix:
icense or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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ṙnm~ t !52 iJ~rn11,m~ t !1rn21,m~ t !2rn,m11~ t !2rn,m21~ t !!2E
0

t

dt8g0~ t2t8!(
r

~U0~ t2t8!Ur 2m~ t2t8!rnr~ t8!

1U0~ t2t8!Un2r
21 ~ t2t8!r rm~ t8!2Un2m~ t2t8!Un2r

21 ~ t2t8!r rn~ t8!2Un2m
21 ~ t2t8!Ur 2m~ t2t8!rmr~ t8!!

2E
0

t

dt8g1~ t2t8!H 2U0~ t2t8!(
r

~Um2r~ t2t8!rnr~ t8!1Un2r
21 ~ t2t8!r rm~ t8!!2Un2m~ t2t8!

3(
r

(
12

~Un612r
21 ~ t2t8!r r ,n61~ t8!1~21!n2mUm612r~ t2t8!rm61,r~ t8!!J 2E

0

t

dt8g̃1~ t2t8!

3(
12

H U61~ t2t8!(
r

~Un2r
21 ~ t2t8!r r ,m61~ t8!2Um2r~ t2t8!rn61,r~ t8!!2Un2m61~ t2t8!

3(
r

~Un612r
21 ~ t2t8!r rn~ t8!2~21!n2mUm712r~ t2t8!rmr~ t8!!J . ~A1!

The functionsUn(t) are defined in Eq.~18!. The Laplace transform of Eq.~A1! reads

zr̂nm1 iJ~ r̂n11,m1 r̂n21,m2 r̂n,m112 r̂n,m21!

5rnm~0!2(
s

S L0
s2mr̂ns1~21!n2sL0

n2sr̂sm2~21!n2sLn2m
n2s r̂sn2~21!n2mLn2m

m2sr̂ms12L̄0
m2sr̂ns1~21!n2s2L̄0

n2sr̂sm

2(
12

~21!n612sL̄n2m
n612sr̂s,n612(

12
~21!n2mL̄n2m

m612sr̂m61,s1(
12

~21!n2sL̃1
n2sr̂s,m612(

12
L̃1

m2sr̂n61,s

1(
12

~21!n2sL̃n2m61
n612s r̂sn1(

12
~21!n2mL̃n2m61

m712sr̂msD , ~A2!

where we have used the following abbreviations for the Laplace transforms of the products of the functionsUn(t) ~Bessel
functions! with the correlation functionsg i(t):

Ln
m
ªL@g0~ t !Un~ t !Um~ t !#

L̄n
m
ªL@g1~ t !Un~ t !Um~ t !# ~A3!

L̃n
m
ªL@ g̃1~ t !Un~ t !Um~ t !#

By Fourier transformation Eq.~A2! becomes

zFh22J sin~K/2!~Fh112Fh21!5dho2(
s

~~21!seisK/21e2 isK/2!~L0
s12L̄0

s!Fh1s

1(
s

~~21!sei @~s1h!/2 #K1~21!he2 i @~s1h!/2 #K!~Lh
s12 cosK•L̄h

s!Fs

2(
s

(
12

~~21!sei @~s71!/2 #K2e2 i @~s71!/2 #K!L̃1
sFh1s61

1(
s

(
12

~~21!sei @~h1s61!/2 #K2~21!he2 i @~h1s61!/2 #K!L̃h61
s Fs61 , ~A4!

where theF’s are functions ofK andz @see Eq.~8!#, theL’s of z only. Furthermore, Eq.~6! has been used. Next we defin

f nªFn2F2n and gnªFn1F2n ; f 1[ f . ~A5!

To obtain the diffusion coefficient, we have to evaluategn and the first derivatives off n with respect toK, both at the
argumentK50.
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From

zFh~0!5dh022 (
s even

~L0
s12L̄0

s!Fh1s1 (
s[s1h even]

~~21!s1~21!h!~Lh
s12L̄h

s!Fs12 (
s odd

L̃1
s (

12

Fh1s61

1 (
s[s1h odd]

~~21!s2~21!h!(
12

L̃h61
s Fs61 , ~A6!

we obtain

zgh~0!52dh022 ( 8
n>0 even

~L0
n12L̄0

n!~gh1n1gh2n!12 ( 8
n>0[n1h even]

~~21!n1~21!h!~Lh
n12L̄h

n!gn

12 (
n>1 odd

L̃1
n (

12

~gh1n611gh2n61!1 ( 8
n>0[n1h odd]

~~21!n2~21!h!~L̃h11
n 1L̃h21

n !~gn111gn21!, ~A7!

where the prime at the sum means

( 8
n>0

¯ ª(
n>0

~12dn0/2!¯ . ~A8!

This set of equation which couples only even~odd! numbered functionsg2k(g2k11) is satisfied by

gh~0!5
2

z
dh0 . ~A9!

This result simply means particle conservation and is not surprising: Asgn concerns symmetric interactions we did not exp
it to be relevant for transport properties.

From

zFh8~0!5J~Fh112Fh21!22 (
s even

~L0
s12L̄0

s!Fh1s8 1 (
s[s1h even]

~~21!s1~21!h!~Lh
s12L̄h

s!Fs8

1 i (
s odd

s~L0
s12L̄0

s!Fh1s1 i (
s[s1h odd]

s1h

2
~~21!s2~21!h!~Lh

s12L̄h
s!Fs12 (

s odd

L̃1
s (

12

Fh1s618

1 (
s[s1h odd]

~~21!s2~21!h!(
12

L̃h61
s Fs618 2 i (

s even

L̃1
s (

12

~s71!Fh1s611

i (
s[s1h even]

~~21!s1~21!h!(
12

s1h61

2
L̃h61

s Fs61 , ~A10!

we obtain

z fh8~0!5J~gh112gh21!22 ( 8
n>0 even

~L0
n12L̄0

n!~ f h1n8 1 f h2n8 !1 i (
n>1 odd

n~L0
n12L̄0

n!~gh1n2gh2n!

1 i ( 8
n>0[n1h odd]

h~~21!n2~21!h!~Lh
n12L̄h

n!gn1 ( 8
n>0[n1h odd]

~~21!n2~21!h!~L̃h11
n 2L̃h21

n !~ f n118 2 f n218 !

1
i

2
( 8

n>0[n1h even]
~~21!n1~21!h!(

12

L̃h61
n ~~h616n!gn111~h617n!gn21!

12 (
n>1 odd

L̃1
n (

12

~ f h1n618 1 f h2n618 !2 i ( 8
n>0 even

L̃1
n (

12

~n71!~gh1n612gh2n71!. ~A11!
Inserting Eq.~A9! this simplifies to

z fh8~0!52
2J

z
dh11

4i

z
~L̃h11

1 2L̃h21
1 !

22 ( 8
n>0 even

~L0
n12L̄0

n!~ f h1n8 1 f h2n8 !

12 ( 8
n>0 even

~L̃h11
n 2L̃h21

n !~ f n118 2 f n218 !

12 (
n>1odd

L̃1
n(

12

~ f h1n618 1 f h2n618 ! ~A12!
Downloaded 28 Oct 2012 to 18.111.117.123. Redistribution subject to AIP l
for positive, oddh. The set of$ f n8% with odd n does not
couple to those with evenn.

In particular,

z f8~0!52
2J

z
2

4i

z
~L̃1

02L̃1
2!22 ( 8

n>0 even
~L0

n12L̄0
n

1L̃0
n2L̃2

n!~ f n118 2 f n218 !

12 (
n>1odd

L̃1
n~ f n128 2 f n228 !. ~A13!
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From

zF0~K !52J sin~K/2!• f 1112(
s

~~21!sei ~sK/2!

1e2 i ~sK/2!!~cosK21!L̄0
sFs

1(
s

(
12

~~21!sei @~s61!/2# K

2e2 i @ ~s61!/2 #K!L̃1
s~Fs612Fs71!, ~A14!

we obtain

zF0~0!51 ~A15!

and

zF09~0!52J f82
4

z
~L̄0

01L̃1
1!14i

3 ( 8
n>0 even

L̃1
n~ f n118 2 f n218 !, ~A16!

where we have used Eq.~A9! again.
Applying now the definition of Eq.~9!,

ynª lim
z→0

z f2n218 ~0!; y2n52yn11 , y052y1 . ~A17!

Equations~7! and ~A16! give

D52~L̄0
01L̃1

1!2Jy112i (
n>1

~L̃1
2n2L̃1

2n22!yn ~A18!

and Eq.~A12! gives the set of equations for$yn%, n>1:

Jdn122i ~L̃1
2n2L̃1

2n22!52 ( 8
k>0

~L0
2k12L̄0

2k2L̃1
2k21

2L̃1
2k11!~yn1k1yn2k!

1 ( 8
k>0

~L̃2n
2k2L̃2n22

2k !~yk112yk!.

~A19!

In both Eqs.~A18! and ~A19! all Ln
m , L̄n

m and L̃n
m are to be

taken at the argumentz50. If we define the real quantities

cnmª i 2n2mLn
m~0!; similar c̃nm ,c̄nm , ~A20!

and writing Eq.~A19! in matrix notation, we arrive at the
result given in Eqs.~10! to ~17!.

The integrands in Eqs.~13! to ~17! can be expanded b
means of35,36

Jn~x!Jm~x!5S x

2D n1m

(
k50

`

~21!k

3
~n1m12k!!

~n1m1k!! ~n1k!! ~m1k!!k! S x

2D 2k

.

~A21!

For an exponential decay@see Eq.~21!# we obtain from this
expansion
Downloaded 28 Oct 2012 to 18.111.117.123. Redistribution subject to AIP l
cnm5g0~Jtc!
n1m(

k50

`

~21!k

3
~n1m12k!! 2

~n1m1k!! ~n1k!! ~m1k!!k!
~Jtc!

2k;

similar c̃nm ,c̄nm ~A22!

anm5g0~Jtc!
n1m~m11!(

k50

`

~21!k

3
~n1m12k11!! ~n1m12k!!

~n1m1k11!! ~n1k!! ~m1k11!!k!
~Jtc!

2k;

similar ãnm ,ānm ~A23!

bnm5g̃1~Jtc!
n1m~n11!~m11!(

k50

`

~21!k

3
~n1m12k12!! ~n1m12k!!

~n1m1k12!! ~n1k11!! ~m1k11!!k!

3~Jtc!
2k. ~A24!

The sum on the rhs of these equations is a hypergeom
function ofJtc . Forn5m50, Eq.~A22! gives the complete
elliptic integral of the first kind. Using Gauss’ contiguou
relations,37 also all the other coefficients may be expressed
terms of complete elliptic integrals of the first and seco
kind. In the following list38 we give all coefficients necessar
for M(2) , normalized byg i ,

ĉ005
2

p
K~2ix !, ~A25!

ĉ115
2

p H S 11
1

2x2DK~2ix !2
1

2x2 E~2ix !J , ~A26!

â0052
p22E~2ix !

px2 , ~A27!

â105
px21E~2ix !2~114x2!K~2ix !

px3 , ~A28!

â115
26px214~211x2!E~2ix !14~114x2!K~2ix !

3px4 ,

~A29!
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â025
3p~2413x2!12~222x2!E~2ix !220~114x2!K~2ix !

3px4 , ~A30!

â125
6px21~2211x2!E~2ix !1~2213x2!~114x2!K~2ix !

px5 , ~A31!

â135$60px2~241x2!28~6276x21x4!E~2ix !216~2312x2156x4!K~2ix !%/~15px6!, ~A32!

â045$215p~16260x215x4!12~5482758x213x4!E~2ix !14~114x2!~21541117x2!K~2ix !%/~15px6!, ~A33!

â155$2210px2~16224x21x4!14~28012908x221643x413x6!E~2ix !14~114x2!

3~8021388x21459x4!K~2ix !%/~35px8!, ~A34!

b̂005
26px212~2114x2!E~2ix !12~114x2!K~2ix !

3px4 , ~A35!

b̂205
260px212~26171x214x4!E~2ix !12~61x2292x4!K~2ix !

15px6 , ~A36!

b̂225$2210px612~28276x22249x4136x6!E~2ix !12~114x2!~8160x21153x4!K~2ix !%/~35px8!, ~A37!

with x52Jtc . An expansion for smallJtc reads

D52S g11
J2

G12g̃1
D2

8Jg̃1

G12g̃1
Jtc12S 24g11

3J2G

~G12g̃1!2 2
2Gg̃1

G12g̃1
D ~Jtc!

21
24Jg̃1~G14g̃1!

~G12g̃1!2 ~Jtc!
3

14S 18g11
4~J2115G2!g̃1

3

G~G12g̃1!3 1
12G3g̃12J2~5G2111Gg̃1!118~J213G2!g̃1

2

~G12g̃1!3 D ~Jtc!
4

2
8Jg̃1~19G31136G2g̃11248Gg̃1

2132g̃1
3!

G~G12g̃1!3 ~Jtc!
51O~Jtc!

6, ~A38!

with Gª2g014g1 . Finally, we note the asymptotics of the complete elliptic integrals of the first and second
respectively:36,38

lim
a→`

K~ ia!5
ln a

a
, ~A39!

lim
a→`

E~ ia!5a, ~A40!

wherea is a real number.
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